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G-protein signaling pathways mediate communication across cell membranes.

The first steps of this communication occur at the cell membrane, where upon

receiving an external signal –the binding of an agonist ligand– the membrane-

embedded G-Protein Coupled Receptor adopts a conformation recognized by

a cytoplasmatic G protein. Whereas specialized GPCRs sense protons from the

extracellular milieu, thus acting as pH sensors in specialized cells, accumulating

evidence suggests that pH sensitivity might be common to distinct GPCRs. In

this perspective article we discuss general principles of protonation-coupled

protein conformational dynamics and how these apply to GPCRs. To dissect

molecular interactions that might govern the protonation-coupled

conformational dynamics of GPCRs, we use graph-based algorithms to

compute graphs of hydrogen bond networks. We find that the internal

H-bond networks contain sites where structural rearrangements upon

protonation change could be transmitted throughout the protein. Proton

binding to bulk-exposed clusters of titratable protein sidechains ensures the

pH sensing mechanism is robust.
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Introduction

G-Protein Coupled Receptors (GPCRs) mediate communication between eukaryotic

cells and their environments. Signals sensed by GPCRs can be of external origin, such as

light or odors, or endogenous, such as hormones or neurotransmitters. Humans

have >750 GPCRs [1], and about 30–35% of the drugs target GPCRs that respond to

endogenous signals (endo-GPCRs)—though just a minority (10%) of the known GPCRs

are used as targets [2–4]. As endo-GPCRs are significantly conserved between human and

mouse, and are expressed preferentially in the brain [1], they are of tremendous interest in

expanding the repertoire of GPCRs used for therapeutics [4]. Moreover, since themajority

of the GPCRs that are currently targeted by approved drugs couple to cytoplasmatic G

proteins Gs or Gi [4], in the future G proteins might also become drug targets [5, 6], e.g., by

using ligands that can modulate interactions between G proteins and their upstream/

downstream interaction partners and thus impact signal transduction pathways.
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The general principles of how GPCRs interact with G proteins

to effect cell signaling are illustrated in Figure 1A. Upon binding of

an agonist the GPCR changes conformation and binds to the G

protein (Figure 1A). Some class B GPCRs alter their ligand

specificity upon interactions with receptor activity-modifying

proteins, RAMPS, which are single-pass transmembrane proteins

with an extracellular domain [7]. Both GPCRs and G proteins are

dynamic [8, 9]. GPCRs can couple to lipids [10, 11], can bind

sodium ions [12, 13], and change protonation during their function

[14, 15]. Indeed, recent data were interpreted to suggest that

“proton-sensing and H+-gated agonism are recurring features of

GPCR signaling biology” [16]; however it remains unclear how

GPCRs couple proton binding with protein conformation.

Mechanisms for protonation-coupled function have been

FIGURE 1
GPCR activation and protonation-coupled conformational dynamics with H-bond networks. (A) Agonist and G-protein binding may associate
with protonation-coupled formation of a continuous H-bond network inside the GPCR. (B) Schematic representation of a membrane protein with a
bulk-exposed proton antenna cluster and an internal proton-binding site. (C,D)Close view of the internal H-bond network (C) and H-bond graph (D)
computed for bacteriorhodopsin, pdb 7z09 [39]. Gray and red nodes represent, respectively, protein sidechains and water oxygen atoms; only
selected nodes are labeled. (E,F)Molecular graphics (E) andH-bond graph (F) computed for Acetabularia rhodopsin I, pdb 5awz [40]. (G,H)Molecular
graphics (G) and H-bond graph computed for archaeorhodopsin-3, pdb 6gux [41]. Only some helices are displayed in panels E,G. Groups underlined
in panels C,E,G were implicated in proton binding [40, 41, 78]. Molecular graphics included in Figure 1 and Figure 2 were prepared with Visual
Molecular Dynamics, VMD [79]. H-bond graphs in panels D, E, H were computed with C-Graphs [19] using structures aligned with OPM [80].
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dissected for microbial rhodopsins –which, similar to GPCRs, are

seven-helical membrane proteins, and pass through discrete

intermediate conformations during their reaction cycles. Here,

we rely on GPCRs and microbial rhodopsin structures to dissect

interactions potentially important for protonation-coupled

conformational change. We computed H-bond networks using

the graph-based algorithms Bridge [17, 18] and C-Graphs [19]

and asH-bond criterion a distance of ≤3.5 Å between the donor and

acceptor heavy atoms; the graph computations included all

H-bonding protein sidechains, and water-mediated bridges

between sidechains with up to three water molecules in a bridge.

Thus, nodes of an H-bond graph are H-bonding protein sidechains,

and edges, sidechain-sidechain H-bonds or water-mediated bridges

between sidechains. We suggest that GPCRs that couple proton

binding with conformational change might use mechanisms similar

to other membrane proteins (Figure 1B).

Internal H-bond networks of static
GPCR structures depend on the
resolution

Analyses of H-bonds in static experimental structures of

GPCRs are commonly used to formulate hypotheses about

reaction mechanisms. As summarized below, the view of

internal H-bond networks of GPCRs depends drastically on

the resolution at which structures were solved, and on the

internal number of water molecules.

The structure of the (inactive) visual rhodopsin GPCR from

squid presented a remarkable internal protein-water H-bond

network hypothesized to mediate propagation of structural

change during receptor activation [20]. Much of this H-bond

network remains present in structures of the early intermediates

batho and lumi [19]. Moreover, some of the internal water

molecules of squid rhodopsin are conserved in structures of

jumping-spider rhodopsin-1 and adenosine A2A receptor

(AA2AR), suggesting conserved roles of water molecules in

propagating structural change [19].

A difficulty with identifying protein-water H-bond networks of

GPCRs based on static structures is that the number of internal water

molecules tends to depend on the resolution: GPCR structures solved

at resolutions of 2 Å or higher typically have at least 30 internal water

molecules, some of which are found at conserved sites [21]. A dataset

of 63 GPCR structures solved at a resolution of 2.5 Å or better, and

with at least 10 internal water molecules, were found to host a

conserved, core protein-water H-bond network that inter-connects

functionally important regions of GPCRs [21]; within this dataset,

structures solved at resolution of at least 2.3 Å and with more

internal water molecules had additional local H-bond clusters

[21]. In stark contrast with the extended H-bond network of the

inactive squid rhodopsin structure, two recent structures of

G-protein bound GPCRs solved at resolutions of 2.9–3.15 Å [22,

23], which lack internal water molecules, have only small, localized

H-bond clusters of up to 3-4 protein sidechains [24]. This suggests

that both the resolution and internal water content need to be

accounted for in hypotheses about putative roles of H-bond

networks for conformational couplings of GPCRs [21, 24].

Protonation change during GPCR
function and pH-sensing GPCRs:
Lessons from microbial rhodopsins
and other proton-binding membrane
proteins

GPCRs that change protonation during function include

bovine rhodopsin –two internal Glu groups, one at the ligand

binding site (E3.28 in the standard Ballesteros-Weinstein

numbering scheme for class A GPCRs), and one at a

conserved functional motif (E3.49) [14]; the M2 muscarinic

receptor –two conserved carboxylic groups, D2.50 and D3.32,

might change protonation [25]; the calcium receptor –whose

activity might be modulated by proton binding to carboxylic

sidechains [26]; the μ-opioid receptor –the propensity of the

ligand to H-bond to H6.52 could explain pH sensitivity [27];

AA2ARs –ligand binding depends on pH-sensitive interactions

of E169 and H264 at the extracellular side [28, 29].

Other GPCRs signal changes in extracellular pH to ensure

cell homeostasis, i.e., their biological function is to sense pH, and

they have been implicated in disease conditions associated with

acidic pH –cancer, inflammatory disease, and ischemia [30, 31].

As no three-dimensional structures have been solved for these

canonical pH-sensing GPCRs, their reaction mechanism remains

elusive. Central roles for proton sensing have been assigned to

H-bonding extracellular His sidechains [32], or to a triad of

internal carboxylic groups [33]. How the protonation change of

external His sidechains would cause receptor structural changes,

and how protons from the extracellular bulk would make their

way to internal carboxylic groups, are key open questions. As

summarized below, we suggest that mechanisms used by

microbial rhodopsins, and by other proton-binding membrane

proteins, provide clues about common principles of action for

protonation-coupled membrane proteins.

Membrane proteins are commonly thought to rely on

internal H-bond networks to couple protein conformation

with a change in protonation, typically of a carboxylate

and/or His sidechains, as these moieties titrate in a

pH range relevant to biology [34, 35]. Protonation change

at internal sites of membrane proteins involves H-bond paths

that transiently inter-connect proton donor and acceptor

pairs. In the bacteriorhodopsin proton pump (Figures 1C,D

2A), a few internal carboxylic groups, including D85, D96 and

E194/E204 (Figures 1C,D) change protonation during

bacteriorhodopsin’s function. In the resting state, the

primary proton acceptor D85 H-bonds with T89 and water,

protonated D115 with T90, D212 with Y57 and Y185, and the
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proton-release site E194-E204 with S193. At the cytoplasmic

side, a cluster of carboxylic groups might function as a proton-

collecting antenna [36–38] that picks up protons and delivers

them to an internal carboxylic group [37, 38] (Figure 2A).

The protein-water H-bond graph computed from a high-

resolution structure (1.05 Å) of bacteriorhodopsin [39] contains

79 H-bonding sidechains and water molecules, and 73 H-bonds

between these groups (Figure 1D); when we computed the

H-bond graph of the same structure without water molecules,

only 19 H-bonds remained. We obtained similar results for a

1.6 Å resolution structure of Acetabularia rhodopsin I [40]

(Figure 1E), whose H-bond graph has about 3.7-fold more H-

bonds when both protein sidechains and water molecules are

included (Figure 1F), than when water was excluded. Likewise,

for the 1.3 Å resolution structure of archaerhodopsin-3

[41] (Figure 1G) the protein-water H-bond graph has about

FIGURE 2
H-bond networks of GPCRs. Dotted lines indicate selected clusters of bulk-exposed carboxylic and His groups. (A) Carboxylic groups of
bacteriorhodopsin, based on pdb 5zim [81]; Asp/Glu groups labeled are part of the proton-collecting antenna [37, 38]. (B) Carboxylic and His groups
of human GPR4 from model AF-P46093-F1-model_v2, UniProt entry P46093 [61]. (C,D) Carboxylic and His groups of AA2AR (panel B, pdb 5nm4,
1.7Å resolution [63]) and of rAmy-AMY1R (pdb 7tyf [72]). (E–G) C-Graphs H-bond graphs computed with water bridges (E) vs. for protein
sidechains (F) for AA2AR based on pdb 5 nm4, and for G-protein bound AA2AR, pdb 5g53, 3.4 Å resolution [82] (G). H-bond networks of AA2ARswere
reported in Refs. [19, 21]. In panels (E,F), stars indicate groups of a synthetic construct. (H) Selected H-bonds of AA2AR. (I) Bridge2 H-bond graph of
the CTR-G protein complex, pdb 6e3y, 3.3 Å resolution [70]. (J) C-Graphs H-bond graph for the CTR, pdb 7tyf, 2.2 Å resolution [72]. Panels (E–G,J)
use structures with the receptor domain oriented along the membrane normal using VMD and OPM [80].
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3.8-fold more H-bonds than when (Figure 1H), vs. 24 H-bonds

when only sidechains were included in computations.

The H-bond graphs above of microbial rhodopsins have

H-bonds that are common at proton-binding sites of membrane

transporters and receptors, including GPCRs [42, 43]. In class A

GPCRs, the conserved D2.50 is paired with S7.46 [21, 44, 45]. In

bacteriorhodopsin, for which proton binding has been studied

extensively, including with Fourier Transform Infrared

Spectroscopy [38, 46–50], Nuclear Magnetic Resonance [51],

time-resolved serial femtosecond crystallography [52, 53], and

computations [54–56], the internal proton donor D96 H-bonds

to T46, and D115, which remains protonated throughout the

reaction cycle, H-bonds to T90 (Figure 1D). Interhelical H-bonds

of the corresponding Asp are present in Acetabularia rhodopsin-1

and archaerhodopsin-3, though in the former D100 (corresponding

to bacteriorhodopsin D96) H-bonds to an Asn (N48) instead of a

Ser/Thr. More generally, Asp/Glu-Ser/Thr and Asp-Asn H-bonds

are rather common in membrane transporters and receptors [42].

Similarly, bulk-exposed proton antenna clusters that deliver/release

a proton to/from an internal site (Figures 1B, 2A), as proposed for

bacteriorhodopsin, have also been discussed for cytochrome c

oxidase and for photosystem II [36–38, 44, 57–59].

The AlphaFold [60] model deposited for the pH-sensing

GPR4 [61] suggests that a large cluster of Asp, Glu, and His

groups is located at the extracellular site, where pH must be

sensed, and several carboxylic and histidine sidechains, at the

core of the receptor (Figure 2B). Although details of the

predicted structural model might be debatable, we suggest that,

qualitatively, the overall arrangement with a bulk-exposed

carboxylic-histidine cluster and several internal titratable

sidechains resembles that of bacteriorhodopsin (Figures 1B,

2A,2B) and other microbial rhodopsins (Figures 1E–H).

Given the lack of experimental structures for pH-sensing

GPCRs, below we further dissect internal H-bond networks of

AA2AR as a class A receptor for which activation upon proton

binding was recently discovered [16], and the calcitonin

receptor (CTR), as a class B GPCR involved in cell signaling

paths likely to depend on pH; as proton sensing appears to be

rather common to GPCRs, studies of H-bond networks of

GPCRs susceptible of pH sensitivity could inform on general

principles of function.

Internal H-bond networks of the
adenosine A2A receptors

AA2ARs are targeted by one of the most consumed

substances in the world, caffeine, and by drugs against

Parkinson’s disease [62]. Very recently, experimental data

were interpreted to suggest that acidic pH can activate

AA2AR [16], but it remains unclear how AA2ARs may couple

proton binding to protein conformational change for receptor

activation.

AA2AR (Figure 2C) contains relatively few internal

carboxylic and His sidechains; there are, however, numerous

other charged and polar sidechains within the transmembrane

region of AA2AR, such that its protein-water H-bond graph

computed for the highest-resolution structure [63] has no fewer

than 82 H-bonds (Figure 2E). An extended H-bond cluster with

19 H-bonding protein sidechains and water molecules extends

across >20 Å along the membrane normal, from S6 (1.32) to

N181; a few other relatively large protein-water H-bond clusters

are present, such that the entire receptor is spanned by H-bond

clusters. H250 (6.52) and H278 (7.42) are located in the ligand

binding site [64], with H278 part of an H-bond cluster with Y9

(1.35) and E13 (1.39) (Figures 2F,G). In an active-like structure,

D52 (2.50) is H-bonded to S91 (3.39), S281 (7.46) and N284

(7.49) (Figure 2H), thus being part of a network that connects

several GPCR motifs involved in ligand binding and receptor

activation. For detailed analyses and discussions of GPCR H-

bond networks of GPCRs, including of the adenosine A2A

receptor we refer the reader to [21].

Without water molecules, the H-bond graph of the same

AA2AR structure consists of just 29 H-bonds, and the largest

H-bond cluster has 4 H-bonding sidechains (compare Figure 2E

with Figure 2F). Likewise, the H-bond graph obtained for AA2AR in

the AA2AR-G complex has 21 H-bonds, with local H-bond clusters

of up to 4 H-bonding sidechains (Figure 2G). This finding is

compatible with the aforementioned observations on the

chemokine [23] and cannabinoid [24] receptors bound to G

proteins, with the graph computations presented above for

microbial rhodopsins (Figure 1), and with computations

suggesting important roles of water-mediated interactions in

GPCR activation [21, 65, 66]. That is, internal water molecules

might be needed to establish extended connections throughout

active-like, G-protein bound GPCRs. Moreover, the H-bond

networks at the extracellular side, where bulk water molecules

could visit the receptor at least transiently, are likely dynamic and

could rearrange upon binding of an agonist, including –in the

recently proposed acid sensor AA2AR [16]- upon proton binding.

Internal His, Asp and Glu of AA2AR mentioned above are

conserved in the non-proton-sensing adenosine A1 and A2B

receptors, which suggests that details of the intra-molecular

interactions of titratable groups might determine

pH sensitivity. Further studies that integrate high-resolution

static structures with spectroscopy, site-directed mutagenesis,

and computation, will be needed to unravel mechanisms of

proton binding to adenosine receptors.

H-bond networks for allosteric
regulation of the calcitocin receptor

The CTR is among the best-studied class B GPCRs that are

regulated by RAMPs. By itself, the CTR has high affinity for

calcitocin (CT), being implicated in bone homeostasis. In
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complex with one of the three RAMPs, CTR forms amylin

receptors, AMY1-3R, which have high affinity for the peptide

amylin (Amy) and are involved in the control of food intake [7];

in addition to Amy, AMY1R binds the neuropeptide calcitonin

gene-related peptide [7] and could be involved in migraines [67].

Whether and how pH impacts CTRs is unclear, though

observations of an increased expression of the CTR at acidic

pH [68] and of pH-dependent interactions between calcitonin

and model membranes [69], suggest that CTR could be among

GPCRs whose functioning is influenced by pH.

A structure of the human(h) CTR bound to Gαsβγ and to

salmon calcitocin (sCT) was initially solved with cryo-EM at a

resolution of 4.1 Å [70] and then refined to a resolution of 3.3 Å

[71]. Although some ambiguity remained in the CTR-CT

interactions, the structure suggested polar receptor-ligand

contacts and a number of H-bonds within the CTR and at the

CTR-G protein interface [71]. The transmembrane region of the

refined CTR structure contains several local H-bond clusters, but

they are localized, with at most 4-5 sidechains in a cluster, and

most of the H-bond graph consists of singular H-bonds

(Figure 2I). Such a picture is compatible with the findings for

AA2AR and other GPCRs, which need internal water molecules

to establish extended H-bond clusters.

Cryo-EM structures solved were recently at resolutions of

2.0–3.3 Å for ligand-bound Gs-CTR and Gs-AMY1-3R [72].

Protein-water H-bonds were suggested to help stabilize the

active conformation of the receptor, and to contribute to the

binding of sCT [72]. The H-bond graph we computed for the

CTR domain contains 51 sidechain-sidechain and water-

mediated H-bonds; the largest H-bond clusters contain two

water molecules each and 5-6 protein sidechains (Figure 2J).

Several Asp, Glu, and His sidechains are part of the internal

H-bond network, and thus of interest for potential couplings

between protonation change and protein conformation. A large

cluster of carboxylic and His sidechains that faces the

extracellular bulk (Figure 2D) could couple protonation

change with ligand binding.

Conclusion

Protonation is of general importance for the post-

translational regulation of protein function [35], and a

number of GPCRs bind protons during function [25, 73] or

function as pH sensors implicated in cancer [32]. H-bond graphs

of GPCRs and microbial rhodopsins suggest that GPCRs might

share with other protonation-coupled membrane proteins

common principles of how protonation change couples with

protein conformation (Figure 1B). In the future, given the rapid

pace at which GPCR structures are solved, H-bond graph

computations could help identify H-bond networks and sites

where the H-bond network is interrupted –which could guide,

e.g., the placing of internal water molecules in GPCR structures.

H-bond graphs of high-resolution structures of GPCRs trapped

in distinct intermediates could help interpret spectroscopic

fingerprints for putative proton-binding sites of GPCRs. We

anticipate that future studies will capitalize on improvements

in cryo-EM structure solving [74], computational modeling of

GPCR conformational intermediates [75], and public

repositories for GPCRs [76, 77].
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